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Service not a Sales Call

Hello, I am Matt Wood founder of Flick the Switch Coaching - the Coaching Collective.
 
I am a Business Mentor and Personal Growth Coach
 
Flick the Switch Coaching operates by leveraging self-value and shifting this to engagement,
growth and commitment. I am in the business of bringing connection and drive back to a business. I
bring gratitude back to employers and employees. I bring growth through communication,
consideration, compassion, certainty, clarity and conviction, leading to improved productivity,
referral and success. Success not only the workplace but also home, relationships and self-value.
Connection is key 
 
The purpose of this proposal is that I have gained a deep understanding of the strengths and
opportunities within fitness centres and personal trainers and have outlined in the following pages
a basic overview to why work with my expertise under your business name.
 
Current Issues: 
Fitness Centre clients lose attention and commitment in the first 6 - 8 weeks for long term
membership if they are not engaged regularly 2 - 3 times weekly. This results in short term
commitment and achievement. 
 
Opportunity:
Clients are more engaged with the Centre and/ or Personal Trainer beyond the 6 - 8 week period
when they have supporting expertise, structure and material provided by your operation to shift
habits around self-sabotaging mindsets. This results in long term commitment, increased
achievements, stronger relationships, referrals, loyalty, raised revenue, residual income
opportunities, marketshare, succession, expansion and exit planning.
 
Purpose: 
Flick the Switch Coaching intends to support Fitness Centres and Personal Trainers by providing
specialised expertise in person, partial or direct at the Centres discretion. 
Similar to a complementing meal program, this is to support the relationship during times of
adversity, struggle, self-sabotage or complaint and engage on an emotional level. 
Ultimately, it shifts a short-term client into a long-term lifestyle which provides business grwoth,
expansion, loyalty, raised profitability and internal succession, expansion and exit plans.
 
Allow me to show you how it Works

"Circumstances don't make a Person, they reveal Them"
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I would like to arrange a time we might discuss obligation free, this supportive service.
 
All attention is to be brought to your business operation, unless you elect otherwise. I hold the
insurance provisions so any material provided falls under 'advice only'. Any direct contact with
myself falls under my own accountability.
 
I would love to support and serve your business operation to increase your marketshare through
client engagement, working fitness centre relationships, longevity and exceeding expectations. 
 
 
Aside from personal growth coaching, I have supported startup, small (under-15 staff) and large
organisations achieve growth by focusing on the inclusion, engagement and behavioural standards.
As well as the training and communication between individuals, teams, departments and chief
management and the alignment to the organisations values, vision, mission and goals.
 
My history outside Coaching and Mentoring is in franchise development.
 
Typical difficulties I currently service include:

recruitment, motivation and retention
managerial identification, training and development
leadership training
business and marketing planning
managing setbacks
succession, expansion and exit planning

 
Creating new habits is the greatest recognition and legacy a person may identify, apply, measure,
amend, reflect and generate success from.
 
Flick the Switch Coaching provides a coaching and business strategy service to business owners to
support them achieve their business and personal goals through One-to-One, Group, Workshop
and Documented processes. We help businesses achieve growth and improve productivity. 
 
Thank you for your consideration.

"If you always do what you always have, you shall always receive what you always had"
- there is no Growth in that -
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Complementing to Leverage Return

Fitness Centres and Personal Trainers focus on physical goals.
Coaching focuses on emotional goals to identify values, beliefs, what matters and is
important to reinforce and achieve a clients goals faster.
 
The client is the focus. The Personal Trainer and the Coach are the means.
 
The results uniting both professions, exceed expectations, increase incentive and
motivation, referrals, trust, loyalty, marketshare, return on investment and point of
difference.
 
Personal Trainers identify and develop plans to match a clients end goal against their
current ability.
 
Coaching identifies a clients limiting beliefs, levels of self-value and desired outcomes,
illuminates reasons and misperceptions and replaces these with self-produced habits
resulting from realisation, acceptance and new 'respond not react' observations. The
shift in consciousness and outcome is far greater than counselling, psychotherapies and
'going alone'.
 
In essence, a Fitness Centre and Personal Trainer plus Coaching complement one
another providing dramatic results in a shorter period of time to a greater satisfaction
level.
 
The purpose of both Personal Trainers and Coaching is to empower an individual to
overcome adversity, develop discipline, create habit, realise goals, create a consistent,
ongoing mindset outside the one on one session.

“The ultimate test is not smart decisions during the course of a position, rather how
people manage decisions in the wake of your not being in position, and how others can

sustain success without direction”

Who

How

Why

What

Matt Wood is a Professional Life and Business Coach, Extended DISC, FinxS behavioural
profiler and NLP Meta Dynamics Practitioner with a history in developing businesses by
identifying and aligning business values, vision, mission and goals with individual desires,
values, beliefs and essential needs.
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Three Options

Provide a personalised service directly complementing the Fitness Centres
and Personal Trainers focus on physical goals.
 
Service to be provided to Fitness Centre clientele direct and charged at full
Flick the Switch Coaching rates including a 10% rebate back to the Fitness
Centre or Personal Trainer direct per client.

“A persons greatness lies not in what you did, not in what you taught; rather in who you are, your
character, convictions, attitude and values”

One

Three

Two

Flick the Switch Coaching & Mentoring Programs are designed to provide you with a mindset
and habits to shift from debilitating difficulties and utilise clear, concise and relevant strategies
to achieve the results you desire in a fashion you may continue to leverage long after our time
together.
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Provide in-house workshops to Fitness Centre Personal Trainers focused on
how to assist their clientele personally without Flick the switch direct
interaction.
 
Documentation and indirect assistance to be provided by Flick the Switch
Coaching for an agreed retainer rate.
 
Service to be charged at full Flick the Switch Coaching rates including a 105
rebate back to the Fitness Centre or Personal Trainer direct.

Provide in-house workshops to Fitness Centre Personal Trainers focused on
how to assist their clientele personally without Flick the switch direct
interaction.
 
Documentation and indirect assistance to be provided by Flick the Switch
Coaching for an agreed retainer rate.
 
Service to be charged at full Flick the Switch Coaching rates including a 105
rebate back to the Fitness Centre or Personal Trainer direct.



Why: 
 
The purpose of Flick the Switch Coaching & Mentoring is to provide you with productive,
value aligned habits to shift from every day difficulties encountered in your own actions and
the actions of others impacting productivity, retention, development, accountability,
leadership and business, marketing and succession planning.
We provide clear, concise and relevant strategies to achieve the results you desire in a
fashion you may continue to leverage long after our time together.
 
What:
 
Structure is the most common ailment in a businesses forward focus. Identifying accountable,
measurable processes aligned with the Values, Vision, Mission and Goals as well as
acknowledging, validating and including the appreciable value of employee's, enables Growth,
Momentum and Success.
 
How:
 
Once strategies are identified and implemented, they fall into a process which is
benchmarked, measurable, growth and success driven. People are a businesses greatest
depreciable and therefore potentially appreciable asset. Operating from Why through What 
and How leads to the outcomes desired.
 
Who:
 
A business operation remains as limited in growth as the level of development
provided. Identifying, including, developing and leveraging the distinct advantages of each
employee expands a business operation and marketshare. Knowing how requires more than
simple intentionality.

“if your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, then you are
a leader“ John Quincy Adams
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 One on One Private Coaching Sessions and Workshops with Matt Wood
Accredited Master Coach. Accredited Extended DISC & NLP Meta Dynamics Behavioural
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"Who you Are is Who you Attract"
________________________

Simplicity is key to being in a position to identify, apply, measure, amend, reflect and repeat.
Simple solutions enable greater communication, connection, consideration, collaboration, consistency
and success.
 
To learn more about Flick the Switch Coaching & Mentoring services, please click the link.
 
                                    www.flicktheswitchcoaching.online/what-is-coaching
 
Business Development, Growth and Success
- Leadership Development
- Identifying the Right Candidate: Retention and Recruitment Processes
- Behavioural Profiling for Organisational Cohesion
- Team Development, Motivation, Cohesion and Productivity
- Managing Setbacks
- Creating a Growth Mindset
- Identifying Why, Purpose & Forward Planning in Business
- Creating a Succession, Expansion and Exit Plan
 
Behavioural Identification and Analysis
- eDISC in the Workplace
- Extended DISC Profile Identification Marketing Plan template
 
Personal Growth Coaching
- Relationship, Family and Couples Coaching
 
 
Flick the Switch Coaching questionnaires include:
-  Four Archetypes in the Workplace
-  Meta Behaviour Profile Questionnaire
-  Business & Marketing Plan templates
-  Establishing Business Vision, Mission and Values
-  Identifying & Outlining Business Purpose
- Your Personal Journey
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Flick the Switch Coaching & Mentoring Programs are designed to provide you with a mindset and
habits to shift from debilitating difficulties and utilise clear, concise and relevant strategies to achieve

the results you desire in a fashion you may continue to leverage long after our time together.

https://www.flicktheswitchcoaching.online/plans-pricing
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PROGRAM APPLICATION FORM
________________________

Program Members receive access to the Flick the Switch Resource Library plus Online Forum plus
Option to include the Extended DISC Profile valued at $650 per person

Name:
Address:
State:
Postcode:
 
Mobile Number:
Email Address:
 
 
Business Name:
Website:
 
Address:
State:
Postcode:
 
Mobile Number:
Email Address:
 
 
Initial Consultation:
Commencement Date:
 
 
Payment is due within 5 business days of Invoice being sent unless prior
arrangement has been confirmed with Flick the Switch Coaching. You are
welcome to pay via:
 
PayPal:                          paypal.me/flicktheswitchcoach
 
Direct Deposit:        Matthew S Wood
                                          BSB. 923100 
                                          Account. 46209512

Personal Details:

Business Details:

Elected Program:

Payment & Legal Terms:
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
________________________

By ticking this box and signing below you are agreeing that you have read, understood and
agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of sale as specified on this page and in the
program definitions.

Non-Disclosure & Indemnity
 
All documents distributed to the client are the intellectual property of Flick the Switch Coaching. 
No part of any publication delivered to you in the course of our discussions may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, stored and retrieved without prior permission from Flick the
Switch Coaching or it's chief management. 
 
All products and services by Flick the Switch Coaching are for educational and information purposes
only. In the case of any psychological or medication oriented experiences, I recommend seeking the
advice from your medical professional. Flick the Switch Coaching assumes no responsibility or
liability whatsoever on the behalf of the client or additional users of Flick the Switch Coaching
material.
 
Testimonials:
 
Following our appointment session, it would be most appreciated for the client to write a testimonial of
their experience. This shall assist with forward direction and may be used as a referral tool with the
clients approval.
 
Preparing For Coaching Sessions:
 
In preparation for our appointment I recommend you consider the following: 
 
1. Choose a clearly defined focus for the session. Be ready to take notes and ask questions.
2. Be on time, relaxed and prepared. Make this time about you.
 
3. Remove all distractions. Turn your phone off. Cancel any non-urgent appointments within 30
minutes either side of the Coaching & Mentoring session.
 
4. Check your state before the session. Calm and relax the mind, body, emotions and thoughts 
5. Have an open mind. Be accountable. Enjoy the opportunity for transformational change 
 


